FAQs on
Consent for Use of Personal Data and
Acceptance of Course Fee Subsidies
Dear Participant,
The Council for Third Age (C3A), set up in May 2007, is an agency which promotes active ageing in
Singapore through public education, outreach and partnerships. As an umbrella body in the active
ageing landscape, with its focus on senior learning and volunteerism, as well as positive ageing,
C3A works with and through partners to help third agers age well.

1.

Why do I need to consent for the use of Personal Data (Part 1)?

In conjunction with the National Silver Academy (NSA), C3A has been appointed to oversee the
administration of course subsidies for eligible participants.

The personal particulars of the participant is required for course administration purpose. If
participant does not sign the PDPA form, they will not be able to enjoy the 50% course fee subsidy
under the NSA, as NYP will not be able to submit the claim for course subsidies on behalf of the
participant (since consent is not given).

Part 1 Consent for Use of Personal Data

As such the participant’s full name and signature is required for the submission of the Acceptance
of Course Fee Subsidies.

By submitting this form, I consent to my Personal Data being (i) collected; (ii) used; and (iii)
disclosed to C3A for course administration purpose.

2.

What if I do not wish to receive information from C3A (Part 2)?
If the participants’ concern is that he/she does not wish to give consent to receive information (Part
2 of the form), he/she may:

Part 2 Consent to Receive Information
By submitting this form, I consent to receiving relevant information on programmes, events,
surveys and promotions relating to active living for seniors via SMS or email from C3A and I agree
to C3A’s privacy policy.




indicate a remark or strike off the section under Part 2
and initial on Part 2 of the form

In which case, the personal data will only be used for course administration purpose (i.e.
Verification of eligibility for subsidies claims) and the participant will not receive any information
on programmes, events, etc. from C3A.

I understand that I may update my personal data or withdraw my consent at any time by emailing
dataprotection@c3a.org.sg. The privacy policy may be viewed atwww.c3a.org.sg.
Part 3 Use of Photographs and Videos
Do note that photographs and videos may be taken during the course for publicity purposes by
the Course Provider or C3A.

3.

What if I do not wish to allow my photographs and videos to be taken during the course for
publicity purposes (Part 3)?
If participants’ concern is that he/she does not wish to give consent to the use of their photographs
and videos that may be taken during the course for publicity purposes, he/she may:

Name & Signature

Consent for Use of Personal Data Form

Date




indicate a remark or strike off the section under Part 3
and initial on Part 3 of the form

In which case, the personal data will only be used for course administration purpose (i.e.
Verification of eligibility for subsidies claims) and the participant’s photographs or video will not be
used for publicity purposes.
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